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theory on why nothing moves in a static universe We have a new theory as to why nothing moves in a static universe, one that requires only a quick trip to your local pool of cold water. We’ve long known that in a universe with zero net energy, nothing moves. A moving particle of any kind would be accompanied by a never-ending stream of energy; as long as a particle was moving, it would have

energy. But with a static universe there is nothing to hold a particle together; the particle will eventually disassociate into its constituent parts. And since, in a static universe, everything is moving, even when a particle is disassociated, the particles will move. As it turns out, this is a result that’s not that hard to prove. If you have a universe with energy, you can move things around with it, like a water
balloon. But there is no energy in a static universe, so you can’t get motion from nothing. This is a neat result, and the paper describing it has been accepted by Physical Review Letters. But it does have some problems: as we’ll see in the last few paragraphs of this post, it’s not consistent with our best understanding of what happens in a static universe. The problem is this: in a static universe, the

universe is moving, even though nothing is. And so even though we can get no motion from nothing, that doesn’t mean that the universe is static. But the way it’s been described in the paper, that’s not how the theory works out. As it happens, even without the energy that gets you a moving universe, there’s still a way you can get motion from nothing. In a static universe, all particles will eventually be
disassociated; there are only discrete energy levels, and particles don’t have enough energy to be in any of the higher energy levels. So there will come a time when all of the 82157476af
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